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Check your grammar! 
 

You’re Your 

“you are” Belongs to you 

You’re very good at grammar! Check your grammar! 

 

There Their They’re 

A place Belongs to them “they are” 

There is a book That is their book They’re the owners of that book 

 

It’s Its 

“It is” Belongs to it 

It’s a good cat  The cat loves its food 

 

Where Were We’re Wear 

A place In the past “we are” To put on (clothing) OR to wear down 

Where is my 
book? 

We were 
excited 

We are beautiful I like to wear my coat 
My car is suffering from wear and tear 

 

Affect Effect 

The verb The noun 

The light levels affect my photos My camera filter creates a fantastic effect 

(An effect is the result of something being affected) 

 

Stationery Stationary 

Pens, pencils, paper etc Something that is not moving 

I use stationery to write a letter The train was stationary in the station 

 

To Two Too 

A preposition A number between one and three Also 

I like to read books I am two years old I like reading too 

 

Who’s Whose 

“Who is” Belongs to whom? 

Who’s your mother? Whose mother did this? 
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Lose Loose 

To not win Opposite of tight 

I don’t want to lose the race My seatbelt is loose 

 

Advice Advise 

The noun The verb 

I would like your advice Please can you advise me 

(Advice is what comes from being advised) 

 

Peek Peak 

To sneakily look at something The highest point 

I had a peek at my birthday presents I reached the peak of the mountain 

 

Compliment Complement 

To say something nice about something To go together well with something 

I compliment my mum on her lovely hat The hat and my mum complement each other 

 

Instead of should of, would of, could of 

The correct use is……. 

Should have / should’ve 

Would have / would’ve 

Could have / could’ve 

 


